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When digital technologies 
revolutionise the world  
of electric charging stations



Delmonicos in support of recharging 
electric vehicles
Delmonicos makes the world of electromobility easier so that every 

electric vehicle driver can experience trouble-free recharging using 

“Plug & Charge” with a clear billing system. 

The promise

The promise is to improve the user experience by placing the system’s 

interoperability, safety and future-proofing at the heart of a disruptive 

offer.
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Electromobility, the challenges 
for a new world
Electromobility is an essential element in the energy transition, 
sustainable cities, and sustainable mobility.

It is a response to problems caused by the transport sector, responsible for 

significant proportions of emissions including nitrogen oxide, sulphur oxide, 

carbon monoxide, volatile organic compounds, and fine particles. 

In France, the transport sector is the main source of CO2 emissions.

Europe is gaining momentum in developing the electric car market. France is 

pushing and supporting this sector by introducing regulations to successfully 

implement the energy transition.

The Mobility Orientation Law 

calls for an end to sales of 

carbon-based, fossil-fuel cars 

by 2040. The text encourages 

the use of electric vehicles and 

electric recharging, setting 

the objective of increasing the 

number of public recharging 

stations fivefold by 2022.

The CEE* bonus (allows local 

authorities and individuals to 

benefit from a bonus when 

replacing a vehicle with a model 

that pollutes less.

*Certificats d’Economie Energie 

- Energy-saving Certificates

Eco CO2 collects and processes 

data to prove that the electric 

vehicle market plays a role in 

the energy transition.

The CAFE (Corporate Average 

Fuel Economy) regulation 

promotes electrification of the 

European motor vehicle market. 

It encourages manufacturers to 

invest in their electric vehicles in 

order to reduce CO2 emissions 

per vehicle sold and avoid the 

heavy fines provided for in this 

standard.

The ADVENIR programme, 

created by AVERE in partnership 

with Eco CO2, aims to promote 

electric mobility through 

funding for the installation of 

charging stations.

The ISO 15118 standard aims 

to improve the electromobility 

ecosystem. It aims to simplify 

the life of EV drivers, enable 

energy optimisation, reduce 

costs, and enhance (cyber) 

safety.
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Annual and forecast  
vehicle fleet

Infographic: Avere-France

CHANGES IN THE CAR FLEET 

Since January 2010

CUMULATIVE OBJECTIVE OF ELECTRIC VEHICLE SALES

Supporting the development of electromobility 
involves managing its infrastructure and increasing 

the number of public charging points. 

In France, there will soon be 600,000 rechargeable 
electric and hybrid vehicles in circulation.
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Lack of real interoperability 
between charging station 
networks

Several 
intermediaries

User perception

Hidden complexities

The current ecosystem 
Electric vehicle sales continue to grow rapidly with 174,1911 
registrations in 2021. 

Even if the market for charging stations is up 55%2 over  
12 months, with a total of 62,1263 charging points open 
to the public, it is nonetheless and immature and complex 
market.

Charging station interoperability is critical for the deployment  

of electric vehicles. The current concept is far too complicated  

to transfer authorisations and charging data between the  

different stakeholders: CPO, MSP, users, developers, etc.

Delmonicos aims to make the electromobility sector easier  
and is developing an innovative and revolutionary solution 

to respond to this issue.

THE HIDDEN SIDE OF THE CHARGING STATION ECOSYSTEM

1 Clean vehicles 2 According to the IRVE decree definition 3 GIREVE

Several cards needed  
to access different 

networks

Different charging 
session prices
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The Delmonicos solution 

Our company is developing a ‘Plug & Charge’ solution 
for all drivers of electric cars.

By simplifying payment and providing transparent billing for 
charging, Delmonicos is improving electromobility  
and encouraging its use.

The Delmonicos solution aims to introduce breakthrough innovation in 

the interoperability of electric vehicle charging stations. The promise is to 

improve the user experience and tariff transparency.

Delmonicos is based on blockchain technology and is developing a platform 

that is compatible with the OCPP market standards and the ISO15118 

standard.

The goal is to roll out a full software platform to make all interactions with 

electric vehicle charging stations easier and safer. Blockchain technology 

makes it possible to address the issues of interoperability, enhanced 

security (smart contract) and payment at a reasonable cost, while remaining 

compatible with ecosystem standards.

The idea is to integrate blockchain nodes directly into the charging stations. 

The architecture is based on Substrate – the development framework for 

Polkadot – a next-generation blockchain that implements an energy-efficient 

and resource-saving consensus.

By offsetting charging sessions and payment directly via blockchain 

transactions, Delmonicos simplifies processes while enhancing the security 

of exchanges. The proposed innovation has already received support from 

the W3F foundation.

Streamlining, optimising, simplifying, and participating  
in the development of public charging points.
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Delmonicos

’The problem of recharging is one of the main obstacles to purchasing an electric vehicle. Our 

ambition is to equip every communicating charging station with the universal ‘Delmonicos 

inside’ software solution by developing an operating system that will provide electric vehicle 

users with a Supercharged-Tesla-owner-like experience, at a very competitive cost. The Proof 

of Concept that we have developed sets the foundation for our solution. The collaboration 

with DBT will allow us to show the value of our solution from 2022.’

Franck LEGARDEUR, Delmonicos Managing Director

A word from the Managing Director

Delmonicos is the first company backed by Lumena, 
the technology-focused, cross-border start-up studio 
in the Greater Lorraine/Luxembourg Region.

Partners

INNOVATION - EXPERTISE - TECHNOLOGY

Delmonicos values
a key player in  
energy transition

Our company offers solutions  

for the future so we can act together.

ETHICS 

Participate in 
developing 

a social  
ideal

INNOVATION  

Disrupting and 

implementing 

electromobility 

differently
ENGAGEMENT  

Dedicated  

to tomorrow’s 

world
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Glossary

BLOCKCHAIN

Secure information storage and transmission technology without a central 

control body. Technically, it is a distributed database in which information is 

verified and grouped into blocks at regular intervals, thus forming a chain, 

and a peer-to-peer communication protocol. The whole system is secured by 

cryptography. 

CPO

Charge Point Operator, charging infrastructure operator. This can be carried 

out on behalf of developers (example: public bodies, shopping centres, 

restaurants, etc.) or on their own behalf if they are the developer.

FRAMEWORK

A set of tools that form the foundations of a software program or web 

application and are intended to make work easier and increase the productivity 

of the programmer using them.

INTEROPERABILITY 

ompatible equipment, procedures or organisations that allow several systems 

to act together. 

MSP

Mobility Service Provider, a provider of mobility services enabling electric 

vehicle users to have access to charging stations.



CONTACT

Franck Legardeur

+33 (0)6 18 72 72 51 
franck.legardeur@delmonicos.tech

www.delmonicos.tech


